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After leaving the Merchant Navy Kevin Cooney
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through the difficult decades of British industrial
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strife and build it into the largest independent
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Now semi-retired and with his son at the helm,
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Kevin is free to indulge his passion by sailing the
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oceans and even crossing the Atlantic several times.
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This book is based on the diary he has been keeping
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Tristan Jones as he tells tales of the humorous and
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fascinating adventures that his Saga of a Wayward
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Sailor began. Discover more anecdotes and
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unexpected adventures aboard a converted lifeboat

recreational boats. Step-by-step instructions in clear,

ketch cruising the coasts of the Balearic region with

simple drawings explain how to maintain,

Tristan, his one-eyed, three-legged dog, Nelson and

winterize and recommission all parts of the system -

the prim Bishop's sister, Sissie St. John. It's a prolific
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prose journey of surprising arrivals, machine gun-

stern gland - propeller. Book one of a new series.
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Canadian author is a sailor and marine mechanic
cruising aboard his 36-foot steel-hulled Chevrier
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sloop. Illustrations: 300+ drawings Pages: 222 pages
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arrested through the efforts of two ex Navy
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yachtsmen and their girl friends. The story moves
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